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Abstract

Data in the literature about the various types of damages in wind turbines which may result during manufacturing or operation is not enough. In the current work, a number of 18 blades of 300 kW and 81 blades of 100 kW power wind turbines are inspected using visual test (VT) and if needed using liquid penetrant test (PT) when needed. The location and size of discontinuities found are measured and documented. Types of discontinuities are categorized into four main groups: 1) Transverse cracks and longitudinal cracks, 2) Hair line surface cracks, coating pores, surface damages, holes or penetrations, 3) Edge cuts or crushing and side separation, and 4) reworked areas. The gathered data are analyzed to allocate the different forms of discontinuities about the blade length, to establish an indication of the rotor blades working conditions. It is found that the transverse carks are concentrated at the highly loaded and geometric change region of trailing edge. Longitudinal cracks up to 59 cm long are detected also at the region of the geometric change; i.e. in the root and the cover of the aerodynamic zone. Edge damages such as edge cuts or crushing and partial side separation are found in the sharp trailing edge. Surface and coating damages are observed on the leading edge due to erosion.
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Introduction

Blades are the most critical parts in the wind turbines which are difficult and expensive to be replaced. Periodical inspection of the wind turbine blades is very important for early detection of any serious damage, treating of which increases the life time of the wind turbine. Although the designed life time of wind turbines is usually 20 years, visual inspection has revealed critical damages after only five years (a total of 7.13 x 106 cycles) in inspected blades of 300 kW turbines produced by hand lay-up [1,2]. The presence of mechanically caused discontinuities in the blade material subjected to weathering conditions causes a damaging effect on the fiberglass reinforced resin even if this effect is difficult to assess [3]. In the literature there is no much data available about the various forms of damages that may result either due to manufacturing problems or due to operating service conditions. Thus, the aim of the current work is to carry out a systematic inspection of wind turbine blades with a life time ranging between 18 and 21 years. The various discontinuities and damages will be documented, classified, measured and allocated on the blade rotor radius. The possible root causes of such damages will be discussed. In previous work [4] a part from these discontinuities were discussed in concentration on the faced damages in trailing edge of the blade.

Inspection Procedures and Techniques

In this study, a number of 18 blades of 300 kW and 81 blades of 100 kW wind turbines were subjected to visual inspection test (VT) and some of which were inspected by liquid penetrant test (PT). The blade lengths are 9.5 m and 14.2 m for the 100 and 300 kW turbines, respectively. Before VT testing, the blades have been washed and cleaned thoroughly with a brush using water and soap. The blades under investigation has been given a designation name then a scale tape was attached to the investigated blade side to which the location of any discontinuity or damage is refereed. The inspection was carried out through two strokes; from the tail up to the hub on the trailing edge first then the leading edge of the blade. A digital camera was used to record discontinuities. The PT test was applied according to the standard technique given in [5,6], to reveal fine cracks.
Results and Discussion

Life time of the inspected wind turbines

The inspected wind turbines are located in Hurghada, Egypt. The average wind speed in this area is ranging between 3.05 m/s and 11.11 m/s with an average speed of 6.9 m/s. The maximum temperature is ranging between 34.4°C and 42.2°C in summer and the lowest temperature is ranging between 7.8°C and 18.9°C in winter. Due to the plan nature of the ground in this area, only mild sand storm could be found. The life time of the wind turbines ranges between 18 and 21 years. The actual working life (in cycles) of each turbine is calculated on basis of the operation data (No. of cycles per minute RPM), life in year and the capacity factor of each turbine type. A capacity factor of 0.22 and 0.25, and a number of revolutions per minute of 33 and 38 rpm were used for the 100 and 300 kW turbines, respectively. The turbine operation value is given as number of cycles till the time of inspection and is found between 0.7x10^8 and 1.16x10^8 cycles, as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. The working number of cycles is consistent with published data [7].

![Graph showing wind turbine lives described as number of cycles against the wind turbine number for the inspected wind turbine (1 to 33).](image)

**Figure 1** Wind turbine lives described as number of cycles against the wind turbine number for the inspected wind turbine (1 to 33).

Forms of discontinuities or damages

Extensive analysis of recorded pictures has been carried out to determine the type, size and location of discontinuities or damages. The total number of discontinuities and damages in inspected blades is 1003, which could be categorized into:

- Longitudinal cracks and transverse cracks,
- Trailing edge cuts or crushing,
- Surface or coating damages, which are classified according to their size into pin holes or pores (up to 2 mm diameter) and larger coating damage (more than 3 mm diameter), holes or penetration with depth up to 13 mm, and hair line surface cracks, and
- Reworked areas.

Because the number of blades (B) and the blade length (R_b) of both inspected turbine types is different, the number of discontinuities (N) is normalized and expressed in terms of number per blade unit length using this equation:

\[ n = \frac{N}{B \cdot R_b} \]  

(1)

where, the number of the inspected blades B is 18 and 81 and the blade length R_b is 14.2 m and 9.5 m for 300 and 100 kW power turbines, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the number of discontinuities per unit length of a blade for both 100 and 300 kW power wind turbines. Clearly, it can be observed that the number of discontinuities per blade length is higher in the 300 kW wind turbine than in the 100 kW wind turbine in case of the longitudinal cracks, edge cuts and coating damage. This trend is reversed for the other types of discontinuities. 

![Graph showing discontinuities per unit length of the blades of 100 and 300 kW turbines.](image)

**Figure 2** Number of discontinuities per unit length of the blades of 100 and 300 kW turbines.

A wind turbine blade consists of two glued together individual shells produced by hand lay-up technique. Error! Reference source not found..a shows a schematic representation of the wind turbine blade structure. The blade is protected from ultraviolet degradation and water penetration by a gelcoat. A main carrying spar made from fiberglass reinforced resin supports the two shells and strengthens the whole structure. Spar in the form of box is used in the inspected 100 kW and 300 kW blades. Error! Reference source not found..b shows a section at 4 m from the root of the 100 kW blade.

Understanding the production method of the wind turbine blades [2,9,10] and the working conditions helps in estimation of the mutual effect of the different defects from the production or the working conditions on the formation of various discontinuities. Because, it is impossible to repeat the same defects for further failure analysis, the failure root causes are estimated on the basis of the background of the production technique and the possible formation of certain defects at certain positions and through the comparison with similar published damages [1].
The effect of severe working conditions during this long working time also contributes to the causes of damage. During this long time, the rotor blades are exposed to extreme temperatures (from 7.8 to 42.4°C), humidity, rain, solar radiation and salinity. In the following section, some examples for each type of discontinuities or damages is illustrated and discussed, the flaw size and its allocation on the rotor radius are presented and the possible causes of failure are explained.

Cracks

Longitudinal Cracks

Longitudinal cracks (LCs) are parallel to blade length. Error! Reference source not found. (a-c) shows some examples of LCs in 100 and 300 kW rotor blades. Relatively long LCs are observed at the root or in the cover of the aerodynamic zone. The longest LC (60 cm long) shown in Error! Reference source not found.-a is found at the transition zone, where abrupt change of material thickness exists [11]. Error! Reference source not found.-b shows an LC located at 2.85 m away from the blade tip of 300 kW turbines and grows in the bonding layer of the two shell halves. Moreover the LC in Error! Reference source not found.-c is accompanied with some damages and removal of the gelcoat on both sides of the crack.

Figure 3 a) Section in a wind turbine blade [8] and section in a 100 kW blade at 40 m from the root.

Figure 4 Examples of longitudinal cracks found in the blades of 100 kW (a and c) and (b) 300 kW wind turbines.

In this figure the blade length has been normalized by dividing the crack location (R) by the blade length (R0) to represent the data obtained from both types of wind turbine blades (100 and 300 kW). It can be observed that in the 100 kW wind turbine blades the majority of LCs is located near the hub of the blade root and in the cover of the aerodynamic zone [1]. In contrast, in the 300 kW wind turbine blades, the majority of LCs is located near the tip of the blade (Error! Reference source not found.). The number of LCs per blade unit length is higher in the blades of the 300 kW turbines, as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The cracks length varies from few centimeters to about 40 cm. The length of one crack in the 300 kW turbines reaches a value of 135 cm. The depth of LCs is determined using a 0.05 mm thin filler sheet. Some of the cracks are up to a depth of 10 mm in the middle of long LCs, while on the rear thirds it hardly reaches a depth of just 5 mm.

The distribution of the discontinuities on the blade length (Error! Reference source not found.) implies a frequent occurrence of LCs near the root of the 100 kW blades, while the frequent occurrence of LCs in the 300 kW blades is at the lower third (near the tip).

The main causes of LCs either near the blade tip or near the hub could be contributed either from the manufacturing process or from the operating conditions. The blade is made of two half shells joined together with about 1 cm thick bonding material at the trailing edge, Error! Reference source not found.. The shell thickness decreases from the root to the tip. The thickness was found to change from 17 to 27 mm near the blade root of an equivalent 300 kW wind turbine [1]. Moreover the shell thickness decreases gradually towards the tip, causing a required decrease of rigidity towards the tip. The drawback of low rigidity of the rare third of the blade is the increased deflection leading to high shear stresses at the interface between the rotor shell and the bonding materials. This can lead to decohesion or cracks at the trailing edge bonds, which is probably the reason of LCs found near to the tip (Error! Reference source not found.-b).

Also, during joining of the two shell halves, two types of defects may occur. One can be called “oversum” when excess bonding material exists and the other can be called “undersum” when unfilled spaces between the two shell halves exist. Oversum defects at the shell edges are treated by grinding while undersum defects are filled by bonding material. The abrupt change of material thickness at the root and the aerodynamic cover of the blade leads to similar damages in 300 kW turbine blades [1], which could be classified as fatigue damage. The reason for the existence of LCs at the root and cover of the aerodynamic zone (Error! Reference source not found.-a) could be due to the interaction of fatigue loading and geometric change of the blade, which increases the severity of stresses [12]. Such
Transverse Cracks

Transverse cracks (TCs) grow perpendicular to the blade axis. TCs are observed mainly on the blade trailing edge of the 100 and 300 kW wind turbines. 

Error! Reference source not found. (a-c) shows some examples of transverse cracks, observed in the 100 and 300 kW penetrating the trailing edge with lengths up to 4 cm. TCs are divided into four types, namely simple, round, short root and repeated simple TCs.

![Figure 5 Distribution of longitudinal crack length along the normalized rotor radius for 100 and 300 kW wind turbines.](image)

a. Simple TCs grow only in one side of the blade i.e., only in one shell half, mainly at the trailing edge and stop at the edge of the blade. An example of such cracks in the 100 kW wind turbine is shown in Error! Reference source not found. a. On assembly of shell halves some misalignment could occur, and should be corrected by grinding one side of the trailing edge. This can reduce the reinforcing fiberglass, weakens the edge under high loading condition and leads to initiation of such cracks. The straight end of the simple crack (Error! Reference source not found. a) indicates that the resistance from the reinforcing fiber is limited and in could grow further.

b. Round TCs grow on both sides of the trailing edge of the blade i.e., through both shell halves of the blade. An example of round TCs found in the 300 kW wind turbine is shown in (Error! Reference source not found. b-c). Such crack has a branched river form, due to crack growth obstacles formed from the fiber layers. A round TC can start as a simple TC. Then it can grow further by crossing the trailing edge to the other side. The possible causes of round TCs could be the weak reinforcing at this region, as mentioned earlier. Extensive investigation is needed to examine the presence of enough reinforcement at the trailing edge. Over loading during service can also be a reason of occurrence of round TCs.

c. Short root TCs are shallow and short (1.5 up to 2.5 cm) and are located between the black line marks in Error! Reference source not found. a. These cracks are found in the blade root of the 100 kW wind turbine. These short root TCs are found as individual cracks or as a group of up to 7 neighboring cracks with 2 to 6 cm inter-crack spacing. These repeated short TCs could be due to excessive cosmetic bonding material to fill any undersum and to treat any geometrical error to get round cylindrical root.

d. Repeated simple TCs are found on one side of the trailing edge, as shown in Error! Reference source not found. b, in only one blade of the 300 kW wind turbine. These TCs are mainly superficial and at most it extends to just under the coating layer. This type of cracks could be either due to impact force on the trailing edge from the other side, or due to the stall of the blade. Wind turbine blade stalling is an edgewise vibration [12] due to increasing the angle at which the wind strikes the blade (angle of attack), as shown in Error! Reference source not found. b, and it reduces the induced drag (drag associated with lift). Stalling happens at higher wind speed. If the blade flat side faces directly the wind full stalling (blade stops) may...
take place. Stalling is not frequent to occur in this wind farm.

Figure 8 Position of the wind turbine relative to the wind current: a) attached flow and b) stall [12-14].

e. Transverse cracks on 45° with the trailing edge (Error! Reference source not found.-c) are found in turbine blades together with the repeated TCs (Error! Reference source not found.-b). The main cause of these transverse cracks could become clear if the lay-up of reinforcing fiber layers is known. The outer layer (under the gelcoat) is usually randomly oriented, while the next 2 or four layers are most probably arranged at 45° and -45° with the blade length. The cosmetic finishing machining processes may lead to some thinning, so that the subsequent layers (45° and -45°) become nearer to the surface. Vibrations (due to turbine stall) or fatigue loading may weaken the fiber matrix interface and lead appearance of such short cracks.

The distribution of the different TCs sizes on the blade length (normalized rotor radius) is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. It is clear that the short root cracks are mainly in the 100 kW turbine blades. Some TCs with a crack length of 5 cm are found mainly in 300 kW turbine blades.

Edge damages

Edge damages as edge cuts or crushing are observed at various positions along the trailing edge of the blades. Error! Reference source not found.-a shows an example of 10 cm edge cuts in the blade trailing edge of the 300 kW wind turbines, at about 3.4 m from the tip. On the other hand edge crushing (Error! Reference source not found.-b) can be found in both 100 and 300 kW rotor blades. The trailing edge in the 300 kW wind turbine blade is quite sharp, therefore any mechanical interaction with a hard body can result in such type of damage. This mechanical interaction may also arise from the impact of the crane lifting basket during transportation, maintenance or washing of the blades.

Distribution of the edge cuts along normalized rotor radius is presented in Error! Reference source not found.. The edge damage size is in the rang 1 to 13 cm. It can be observed that the edge cuts on the trailing edge of the 300 kW turbine blades are concentrated in the lower third of the blade, where the edge has very small thickness (reaching few millimeter). This reduces its resistance for crushing by impact of any outer forces.

Surface and Coating Damages

Coating damage includes hair line cracks, pin holes and penetrations in different sizes are observed on blade surface.
Hair line surface cracks

Hair line surface cracks spread over areas with different sizes, and with random orientation or sometimes with a radial orientation trend from a certain point, as shown in Error! Reference source not found. (a-c). They are fine shallow cracks on the coating layer of the blade. For better identification of the hair line cracks, liquid penetrant test (PT) is used in some cases. An example for the hair line cracks detected by PT is shown in Error! Reference source not found.-c. In many cases hair line cracks are easily detected by VT, due to the contrast of the white gelcoat and the dark fine cracks, Error! Reference source not found.a-b.

Hair line surface cracks are located in different regions of blades in both 100 and 300 kW turbines, with different sizes as observed in Error! Reference source not found.. The size of the surface cracks is specified as the diagonal length of the cracked area, and is in the ranges of 2 cm up to 80 cm.

The nature of the gelcoat layer or the existence of some external forces may be the causes of the hair line cracks. The gelcoat thickness ranges between 0.25 and 1 mm and in most cases it has a thickness of 0.6 mm [15]. Increasing the gelcoat thickness increases the probability of cracking, due to the hard nature of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FGRP). Also impacting the blade body by some external force [15], either during removing the product from the mold or during service can cause such gelcoat hair line cracks. It could finally conclude that the appearance of the hairline crack is due to a combined effect of the suitability of the gel coat to the working and environmental conditions.

Figure 12 Hair line surface cracks found in blade of the 300 and 100 kW wind turbines, (a) and (b) detected by VT and (c) detected by PT

Figure 13 Distribution of the hair line surface cracks on the normalized rotor radius for 100 and 300 kW wind turbines.

Pin Holes or Coating Pores

Pin holes or coating pores are small pits in the coating layer of the blade with diameter of ~ 1 mm, Error! Reference source not found.-a. Smaller coating holes shown as orange peeling also found in various areas. Distribution of the pin holes along normalized rotor radius is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. Such pits are of different size areas with diagonals up to 30 cm and pore inter-spacing from few millimeters to 3 cm. Moreover discrete pits with a diameter up to 2 mm are also observed as shown in Error! Reference source not found.-b. Such pores are distributed on the 100 kW blades, and over the lower half of the blade of the 300 kW turbines. This implies that the erosion of the blade with dust over the long service life (~17 years) could be also another cause for formation of such small pin holes. Existence of such small pores increases the roughness of the blade surface and decreases the aerodynamic performance of the blade [11].

This type of discontinuity is expected in the coating layer during manufacturing as fine pin holes or orange peeling due to entrapped small air bubbles in the gelcoat [15] caused by some technical error concerning of the application distance of the pistol nozzle.
Surface Damages

Surface damage is the local removal of gelcoat. This type of discontinuity is found in different forms and sizes, either as rounded areas with a diameter from 2 mm to 7 mm such as the example shown in Error! Reference source not found. a, or as elongated to irregular areas up to 9 cm long on the leading edge, as shown in Error! Reference source not found. b-c.

The distribution of this surface damage over the blade length along rotor radius is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Higher number of surface damages exists on the lower third of the leading edge of the 300 kW wind turbine blades, while nearly regular distribution of this coating damage towards the end of the aerodynamic section of the 100 kW wind turbine blades is found.

Error! Reference source not found. a-b indicates that, the coating layer thickness is more than 1 mm. Decohesion of the gelcoat occurred frequently from the bonding materials of the two shell halves or which applied for some cosmetic reason to ensure good curvature of the leading edge. This can easily lead to cracking and separation of such hard thick material with repeated stresses. This damage can affect the inner blade structure even if the effect of climate change and weathering condition are difficult to assess [3]. This coating damage needs cosmetic repair to cover the laminate structure from the environmental aging attacks, i.e. ultraviolet rays (UV), moisture and erosion.

Holes or Penetrations

Holes or penetrations are pits of a clear depth through the blade material and have diameters of 3 to 30 mm. Error! Reference source not found.-a,c shows some examples of penetrations found in the wind turbine blade. From the distribution of the holes along rotor radius in Error! Reference source not found., it can be observed that the holes are mainly concentrated near the tip of the blade either in the 300 or 100 kW wind turbines. Also, some holes spread along the blade. Some holes have a structural function such as the lower hole in Error! Reference source not found.-a, while the others appear during service. Error! Reference source not found.-c shows a hole with a depth of 12 mm, which is probability originated during manufacturing as it is covered with gelcoat. Other penetrations could be due to mechanical interaction with external forces.
Continuities and damages found in 81 blades: a) 100 and b) 300 kW.

Reworked Areas

In addition to the above described surface damages, reworked areas are also investigated as illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. Surface damages in repaired areas are caused by either untrained technicians or the use of unsuitable materials during the repair process. Error! Reference source not found. shows that the size of the reworked area ranges between 3 cm to 100 cm and is distributed over the blade length in the blades of 100 kW turbines, while little number of repaired areas are documented in 300 kW turbines near the tip. Many of the performed repairs need a cosmetic maintenance to improve their surface quality and consequently the aerodynamic performance of the blades.

Reworked Areas

From the current study the following conclusions can be drawn:-

- VT inspection is very practical method in detecting various discontinuities and damages in wind turbine blades. However, PT inspection is useful in revealing fine surface cracks.

- Various discontinuities and damages found in 81 blades of the 100 kW and 18 blades of the 300 kW wind turbines which have a life of 19 to 21 years are documented, analyzed and categorized into: 1) Transverse cracks, longitudinal cracks and surface cracks, 2) Edge cuts or crushing and side separation, 3) Surface or coating pores, surface damages, holes or penetrations, and 4) reworked areas.

- Longitudinal cracks with lengths up to 59 cm are found at geometric changes; i.e. in the root and the cover of the aerodynamic zone.

- Transverse carks are concentrated at the highly loaded region of the trailing edge of the upper third part of the blade.

- Edge cuts or crushing and partial side separation are mainly concentrated in the sharp trailing edge of the blades.

- Surface and coating damages are mainly on the leading edge of the wide surface area due to erosion by sand particles.
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